
Det Asicateis a Boolean-valued-

function p:U-CT,I3 for a setU.

Thatis, a ruleproperty thata particular
entitymay/may not have.
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On its own, a predicateP(X) has no tut
value. The value xis bound.

can make ita proposition by applying itto
a specificentity.
& is Even (n) X is Even (1) v

is Even (2) w

isPrime (n) X is prime (2) w

can also use quantifiers:
&thereexists intn S.A. is Even (n)T

for all into isEvencul #



Universal quantifier &"for all"
VX(S :P(X)

"forall ins, p(X) is true"r
true iffp(x) evaluatesto forevery x-s

ExistentialQuantifier "thereexists"
7 XtS:P(X)

"Hereexists in SS.t.P(X) is true"
true iffP(X) evaluates toforsome XtS

These quantifiers Ex or 7xbind X.

ex ExtI:Xis even F
FXt Z:2xis even +

Vnt Z Ifn2 even then T
n even

Ext I:if7x +9 even then T
Xodd

0x,J7:ifxyirrational ten ↑

x or y inational
VA,B :(A(B) =)(A- B) =0
7n +3 in is not even + (n =3)
7nt : is prime + (n =3)
7utz in is even and n #

is odd

7x,yeQ
:

x.y-k1
+ (x,y(k) +

precedence:
~ V, i highest
- use() tooverride or for clarity
#(0xtS:P(x)) =3(]y-s:P(y))
vS.
0xt 5: [P(x) =5yzsiP(y))



we have tobe careful when going between
English language and quantified statements.
* All Students do notpay full tuition.

an attempt:A students X: xdoes not

pay full tuition

puthismeansthatnostudentpaystell

we want"notall students pay full tuition"

: (Vstudents xixdoes notpay fill tuition)
& All its are noteven AxxDa is Even(x))
Notall its are even <(Uxt2:is Even (x))

x ofinto Xand have even.
=

is Even (x) v is Even (y)
X is even buty is odd
=is Even (x)1cisEven(y)

Unbound Variables

# n'even=>n even true th
n even => 6/n false for somen

An in even =>6/k
7n:neven =) 6/n

Ifa quantifier is missing, we assume W.

#x31x becomes Ax:31x



Det An expression isa quantified if-

ithas no unbound variables.
(notethatwe can assume Vifmissing)
&all primes are odd

* p-primes:is odd (p)
*p-Z:[is Prime (p) => isodd(p)]↳ hope!We can disprove w/ p=2, i.e.,

7 pcPrimes:1 is odd (p)

so in general:
ExES:P(X) is disprovedby showingone


